( 1) sup var(A, P) ^ sup var(A, P).
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A natural question is: How fast does the supremum on the left in (1) increase as « increases? The answer given here is roughly: not faster than «2. The possibility of improving the estimate is discussed following the proof.
2. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem. Let X(t) be standard Brownian motion on [0, l] . Let (P2n be the collection of partitions of [0, l] having mesh ^ 1/2«. 77^» lim sup sup -£ | X(tt) -X(ti-i) |2 ^ K n-.« Pe<P2n M2 tieP with probability one. K is a constant.
The proof is given in a sequence of lemmas. Proof.
ii -l\l2 ) 
Lemma 3. If F and G are distribution functions such that 1 -P(x) S-2(\-G(x)) for all real x, then 1 -Fn*(x) =2"(l-0*(x)). (April In fact, a better inequality of this type can be proved, but it does not improve our estimate.
Proof. Assume l-Fn-1'^2n~'l(i-Gn-1*). Then
The following simple inequality is stated as a lemma for ease of reference. The upper expression appears in the sum for i such that there is a point ti of P in ((4 -1)/», 4"/«); otherwise the lower expression appears.
We only increase the supremum in (3) if we replace (P" by the larger collection of partitions having at most one point in each interval [(4 -1)/«, i/n]. The supremum of the right side of (4) over all such partitions is the sum of the suprema obtained by varying each ti over [(4-1 
WH
The equality (5) defines independent random variables F" i = 1, • • • , «, with a common distribution; call it F. Lemma 2 says that 1 -F(x) ^2(1 -G(x)), where G is the common distribution of the independent random variables 8| (X(i/n) -X(i-l)/n)|2. Lemma 3 compares the distributions of the corresponding sums:
(6) p(n2 ¿ F, > r\ = 2»P hn2 ¿I A (-\ -x(*-^\^ > r\ .
Combining (5) and (6) 2 -I P-h-'dt < oo if g = Kn,
"_i V(n)Ja where K is an appropriate constant. which is summable for a constant K computed in Lemma 7. By the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, the event {suppe<p2nvar(A, P)>Kn2} happens only finitely often with probability one, i.e. lim sup"_co(l/«2) suppe<p2iivar(A, P) 5= K with probability one.
3. Remaining questions. The inequality (4) in Lemma 5 appears wasteful since the factor m, which we replaced by «, need be no larger than the maximum length of any consecutive sequence of points i/2n on which A is monotonie, i.e. \2n) <V \ In / ' °r ' \2n) > \ 2« / >
A long sequence of monotonicity should be relatively improbable. It appears doubtful, however, that the estimate can be improved by consideration of such sequences. Another remaining question is whether the idea of Levy's proof [2, p. 516] can be made to yield a lower bound for the rate of increase of supp£(Piivar(A, P).
